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NEW Mr. PRICE GIFT CARD FOUND 
 

 
 

 
Above: Mr.Price GC 11 

 

HENRICA INGHAM FINDS NEW VIRGIN 
SIM CARD 

 

 
 

 
Above: Virgin SIM card – VIR 19 

YOU SHOW ME YOURS AND I’LL SHOW 
YOU MINE! 

 
With majority of members focusing on filling 
up their gaps in their South African 
collection, many have now moved focus to 
start collecting variations within their 
collection. An example of this is collecting 
the earlier phonecards with the prefix and 
number printing. Furthermore collecting 
phonecards with errors. 
 

As a reference on this particular article you 
can refer to Newsletter 25, July 2000. 
 

The phonecard in Question is the 1993 
Generic issue R10 phonecard, SAEGM 
XXXXX XXX .There were 500,000 
produced. Image of a Telkom  payphone. 
 

The focus here being the printing of the 
Prefix and number i.t.o.  

 Closed or European Zero ( Ø) 

 Open or British Zero ( 0) 

 Hybrid of the Zero’s ( 0 & Ø ) 
 

 
Above: Front image of SAEGM 
 

 
Above: Obverse image of SAEGM with the 
Open or British Zero after SAEGM. 
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To demonstrate the variations – I have 
enlarged ate area of focus only. 
 

 
Above: Variation 1: Obverse image of 
SAEGM with the Open or British Zero after 
SAEGM followed by 4 numbers, a space 
and the 3 numbers. 
 

 
Above: Variation 2: Obverse image of 
SAEGM with the Closed or European Zero 
after SAEGM followed by 4 numbers, a 
space and the 3 numbers. 
 

 
Above: Variation 3: Obverse image of 
SAEGM with the Open or British Zero after 
SAEGM followed by 4 numbers, a space 
and the 3 numbers. Notice the length of the 
number and the italic print. 
 

 
Above: This is the FUNNY: Obverse image - 
SAEGM totally missing and depicting only 
the Open or British Zero followed by 4 
numbers, a space and then 3 numbers. The 
actual Prefix of SAEGM is missing.  
This variation printing (02331 692) is 33 
cards prior to the original picture depicted 
(SAEGM02331 725). Clearly there was an 
error with the printing of SAEGM and one 
can therefore concluded that possibly the 

printing process is made up of different 
processes; initially the SAEGM print and 
then later the actual number printing. 
 

Maybe some of our members can add more 
information to this. 
 

I hope this has created some excitement to 
you and that you will start scratching around 
in all those boxes to find your variations. 

Happy hunting. 
 

TOM DOOLEY VISITS CAPE TOWN AND 
FIND BEAUTIFUL MOUNT NELSON 

DOOR KEY CARD 
 

 
 

 
 

2015 AGM 
 

Nine members attended and seven proxy 
votes were received. A full vote of 
confidence was given by all to adopt the 
constitutional change and to keep the 
committee as is currently. All current Excom 
members accepted the appointment. 

CONDOLENCES TO JOSE PAIS & HIS 
FAMILY 

ATA wishes to express their condolences to 
Jose & his family for the sudden loss of his 
wife on the 9th April 2015, 


